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Animals

lots of us like animals but there's some thing you probably don't 
know.

Pandas may look a very cute cuddly animal but even if you don't mean it they may harm you 
just to protect their cubs or if they see you as a threat. 
So you might one to stay away from these bamboo loving beasts in the wild! 



A fox is an animal that only comes out at early morning and the night so you rarely see them 
unless you are on an early morning run they may bark or stop or the shy ones run.They live 
in burrow's that are under ground.

Did you know... 
 
Foxes eat meat.

fox



JELLYFISH! 
 
Jellyfish live deep 
underwater and if you 
go for a swim you may 
get stung 

Watch out! 
 
I'm sure most of you love going to a beach but watch your feet jellyfish sometimes get 
washed up on the shore ,so be careful! 
 

washed up  
 
something that is lying dead on the beach



ORANGUTAN

The orangutan are three extant native 
species of great apes to Indonesia and 
Malaysia. 
They are found in Borneo rain forest. 
There's not many left of their kind 
because we cut down too many trees!

Indonesia

They feast on wild fruits like 
Mangosteens,lychees,figs and slurp water.

Lychees is a wild fruit 



COYOTE!

The coyote is a canine native to North America. It is smaller than it's close relative, the grey 
wolf and slightly smaller than the closely related eastern wolf and the red wolf.

Coyotes eat rodents, rabbits,fish and frogs. They eat meat and vegetation. 
Coyote's can be a threat to humans and pets.

Coyote's Live in North America plains,forests,mountains and deserts of Canada or in cities to  
find some food.

A grassy area

plain



SNAKES

Snakes are big fears to some people but snakes have fears like us

Big snakes can be afraid of things such as, large 
birds,wild boars, raccoons,foxes, coyote and other 
enemy snakes

snakes are meat eaters and cant bite there food so 
they have to swallow, they also live in every content 
except Antarctica and don't have eye lids .

A few types of snakes, 
 
Anaconda,cobra,python,viper and mambas

<------------------------ A king cobra
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